Occurrence of BAP1 germline mutations in cutaneous melanocytic tumors with loss of BAP1-expression: A pilot study.
Melanocytic BAP1-associated intradermal tumors (MBAITs) can either be sporadic or associated with a cancer-predisposition syndrome. In this study we explored the clinical status of 136 patients in which at least one MBAIT was found. 49/136 (36%) of them gave their signed consent for an oncogenetic BAP1 blood test. 28/136 patients (20%) diagnosed with an MBAIT had other MBAITs and/or a personal or familial history of BAP1-related cancers that could clinically designate them as potential carriers of a BAP1 germline mutation. 17 of these 28 patients underwent oncogenetic testing. A deleterious mutation of BAP1 was confirmed in 12/17 cases. 4/17 cases were wild-type; all had a single MBAIT and a history of skin melanoma. A variant of unknown significance was found in one case with multiple MBAITs. Among the 12 mutated cases, multiple MBAITs were present in 10/12 cases and were the only clinical sign in 4/12 cases. The remaining 32/49 blood-tested cases with an isolated MBAIT were wild type for BAP1 in 25/32 cases or showed a variant of unknown significance in 7/32 cases. We recommend, following the diagnosis of a MBAIT, performing a BAP1 immunohistochemistry in all other cutaneous melanocytic tumors removed previously or simultaneously and all skin melanomas. This screening could help clinicians prioritize which patients would most benefit from oncogenetic testing.